In this work we study a r-species mixture of gases within the relativistic kinetic theory point of view. We use the relativistic covariant full Boltzmann equation and we incorporate the Schwarzschild metric. The method of solution of the Boltzmann equation is a combination of the ChapmanEnskog and Grad representations. The thermodynamic fluxes are expressed as functions of the thermodynamic forces so that the generalized expressions for the Navier-Stokes, Fick and Fourier laws are obtained. The constitutive equations for the diffusion and heat fluxes of the mixture are functions of thermal and diffusion forces which depend on the acceleration and the gravitational potential gradient. While this dependence is of relativistic nature for the thermal force, this is not the case for the diffusion forces. We show also that the matrix of the diffusion coefficients is symmetric and the thermal-diffusion coefficient is equal to the diffusion-thermal one, proving the Onsager reciprocity relations. The entropy flux of the mixture is also expressed in terms of the thermal and diffusion forces, so that its dependence on the acceleration and gravitational potential gradient is also determined.
I. INTRODUCTION
The relativistic kinetic theory of gases is a subject that began in 1911 when Jüttner [1] proposed a relativistic version of the velocity distribution function which corresponds to the Maxwellian distribution function in the non-relativistic limiting case. Later, several studies have been made, but for brevity's sake we mention the books [2, 3] where several applications of the relativistic kinetic theory of gases are discussed.
This work represents a continuation of the study of the properties of relativistic gases using the Boltzmann equation in gravitational fields, this sub-area has not yet been studied in depth. Here we quote some works [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] on this topic which have been recently published.
The method used in this paper to solve the covariant full Boltzmann equation is a combination of the Chapman-Enskog and Grad methods [9, 10] . It consists essentially in doing an expansion of the distribution function for each species that is solution of the Boltzmann equation up to first correction, like in the ChapmanEnskog method. Then we impose that such an expansion must be compatible with the solution of the Boltzmann equation given by the method of Grad [11] . In order to keep the linear regime we truncate the Grad distribution for each species in the terms of the non-equilibrium pressure, pressure deviator tensor, diffusion and heat fluxes. Therefore, we obtain a linearized Boltzmann equation that is written in terms of the local thermodynamic variables and the fluxes: diffusion, heat, non-equilibrium pressure and pressure deviator tensor. The next step is to generate from that linearized Boltzmann equation a * moratto.valdemar@gmail.com † kremer@fisica.ufpr.br set of linear algebraic system for the fluxes. We generate equations, one for each thermodynamic flux, through the multiplication of a dynamical function of the particles by the linearized Boltzmann equation and integrating over the momentum space. The solution of such system yields to the constitutive equations for the fluxes in terms of gradients of local thermodynamic variables and in this case also of a gravitational potential that arises from the Schwarzschild metric. The laws of Navier-Stokes for the non-equilibrium pressure and pressure deviator tensor are obtained as well as the generalized Fourier and Fick laws for the heat and diffusion fluxes. It will be shown that naturally appears a generalized diffusion force that has, like the temperature gradient, a contribution of the acceleration and of the gravitational potential gradient. The two contributions for the temperature gradient were analyzed separately by Eckart [12] -where in a relativistic gas at equilibrium the temperature gradient is counterbalanced by an acceleration -and by Tolman [13, 14] -where in a relativistic gas at equilibrium the temperature gradient is counterbalanced by a gravitational potential gradient. After that we manipulate the constitutive equations for the heat and diffusion fluxes to show that the Onsager reciprocity relations hold. The demonstration made here is general in the sense that the interaction of the particles are supposed to maintain the microscopic reversibility principle. The structure of this paper is as follows. We define the problem in section II and establish the Boltzmann equation and the definitions for both, the thermodynamical variables and fluxes. In section III we use a method of solution of the Boltzmann equation that is a combination of the Grad and Chapman-Enskog ones, the solution is truncated up to first order so we obtain linear expressions. Such a process will lead us to an algebraic system of equations for the thermodynamical fluxes that when solved expresses the thermodynamical coefficients for an arbitrary inter-molecular interaction. The generalized laws of Fourier and Fick are determined in section IV. Furthermore, we show that the Onsager reciprocity relations hold for arbitrary inter-molecular interactions and the laws of Fourier and Fick are expressed in terms of thermal and diffusion forces, which are generalizations of the corresponding forces of non-relativistic kinetic theory to relativistic gases in gravitational fields. The entropy flux of the mixture as a function of the thermal and diffusion forces is the subject of section V and in section VI the constitutive equation of a relativistic Newtonian fluid, i.e., the Navier-Stokes law, is determined. Ultimately, in section VII, we discuss the obtained results.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section we will define the problem of a r-species non-reacting mixture in a Riemannian space with metric tensor g µν . The particles are supposed not have internal degrees of freedom. Each of these particles of the constituent a = 1, ..., r have mass m a and are characterized by the space-time coordinates x µ = (ct, x) and the momentum p
2 implies the following relationships for the contravariant and covariant temporal components,
respectively. The analysis is developed within the tenets of the general relativity, we adopt the Schwarzschild metric g µν in which the line element reads [15] :
in terms of the spherical coordinates R, θ, ψ, ct = x 0 . Above, M is the total mass of the spherical source and G is the gravitational constant. Here we shall use the isotropic Schwarzschild metric, which reads
Along the calculation we use a relativistic parameter ζ a = mac 2 kT , where c is the speed of light, k the Boltzmann constant and T the local temperature, assumed as an invariant. This parameter is convenient because it tell us how relativistic is the system, for example, ζ a ≫ 1 corresponds to a non-relativistic limit. On the other hand, ζ a ≪ 1 belongs to an ultra-relativistic limit.
The most fundamental equation in the kinetic theory is the the Boltzmann equation; such an equation can be obtained with two hypothesis as a basis. The first one is that particles collide elastically and only collisions of pairs are taken into account. The second one implies a description of the system with one-particle distribution function, that is equivalent to think that collisions represent a process that do not depend of what occurred in the past with the particles. This last hypothesis is also known in the literature as molecular chaos hypothesis. In our case, the Boltzmann equation reads [3] :
for the a-species. Here the Latin subindex denotes the species, note that we have one equation with the same structure of (5) 
In equation (5), quantities denoted with a prime are evaluated with the momentum of the particles after a binary collision occurs, i.e., f Without solving Boltzmann's equation we can obtain two important results. The first one, that we will not describe here, is the obtention of a local equilibrium distribution function which reads
where n a is the local number of particles of species a, the modified Bessel function of second kind is represented by
and U µ -with U µ U µ = c 2 -is the hydrodynamical fourvelocity. The set of local hydrodynamical variables that describes the local equilibrium is {n 1 , ..., n r , U µ , T }. For the calculations that will be performed, it is convenient to evaluate Eq. (6) in a co-moving frame, that is
The second important result that arises from the Boltzmann equation is the obtention of the balance equations, for this purpose we proceed as follows. We multiply the Boltzmann equation (5) pa0 . The collisional invariants Ψ a can take the value of the mass m a and the energy-momentum p µ a . To obtain the particle four-flow balance equation of the a-species we take Ψ a = c and integrate, this process leads to the conservation law
the semicolon denoting the covariant derivative and we have defined
as the particle four-flow of species a. We introduce a general decomposition of N µ a , in terms of the hydrodynamic four-velocity as
denotes the partial particle number density. The quantity J µ a is a space-like vector defined as
and holds the property J µ a U µ = 0. Above, we introduce the projector
that has the property ∆ µν U ν = 0. Equation (12) is the corresponding diffusion flux of species a of the mixture and by taking the sum of (11) over all the components we easily note that
where the last equation implies that there exist only (r − 1) partial diffusion fluxes that are linearly independent for a mixture of r constituents.
On the other hand, to obtain the balance equation for the energy-momentum of the a-species defined by
we multiply the Boltzmann equation (5) by the collisional invariant Ψ a = cp µ a and integrate the resulting equation
pa0 , then we get that T
where the production term P µ a is given by
(17) Note that this equation does not represent a conservation law, but if we sum Eq. (16) over all species we obtain
that represents a conservation equation for the energymomentum tensor of the mixture T µν = r a=1 T µν a . By following the decomposition of Eckart (see e.g. [21] [22] [23] ), the energy-momentum tensor of the a-species can be written as
where several definitions are to be made. First we can list the local equilibrium quantities: energy per particle e a , hydrostatic pressure p a and the enthalpy per particle h a = e a + p a /n a . Next, the non-equilibrium quantities are: dynamical pressure ̟ a , heat flux q µ a and pressure deviator tensor p µν a . They are given in terms of the following projections of the energy-momentum tensor of the a-species:
The corresponding quantities for the mixture are:
so that the energy-momentum tensor of the mixture is written as
Note that the heat flux q µ of the mixture has two contributions, this is in accordance with the linear irreversible thermodynamics [16] , one term is related with the partial heat flux and another with the energy transported with the matter (diffusion).
Another quantity which is important in the analysis of mixtures of relativistic gases is the entropy four-flow of the mixture S µ , defined by
where b a is a constant which has inverse units of f a . Its balance equation is obtained through the multiplication of the Boltzmann equation (5) by −kc ln(b a f a ), the subsequent integration over √ −g
pa0 and the sum over all species, yielding
The quantity σ is the entropy four-flow production of the mixture, which is always positive semi-definite, thanks to the relationship (x−1) ln x ≥ 0 valid ∀x > 0. The entropy four-flow of the mixture is decomposed according to:
where the quantity s is identified as the entropy per particle of the mixture and Φ µ its entropy flux. The entropy per particle of species a is given by
so that we have ns = r a=1 n a s a . The main problem in the kinetic theory is to find a solution of the Boltzmann equation (5), because as we have seen, all the above definitions can be evaluated by integrating functions that involve f a (x µ , p µ a ). The equilibrium quantities can be evaluated with the local equilibrium distribution function (6) and read:
The chemical potential of species a is introduced through the Gibbs function per particle, namely, µ a = e a − T s a + p a /n a and by taking into account the above expressions we get
In next sections, we will use a method that allow to obtain expressions for the diffusion fluxes J µ a , heat flux q µ , non-equilibrium pressure ̟, pressure deviator tensor p µν and entropy flux Φ µ . Furthermore, we will show the dependence of J µ a , and q µ in terms of the gravitational potential and demonstrate the validity of the Onsager reciprocity relations.
III. COMBINED CHAPMAN-ENSKOG AND GRAD METHOD
In this section we make use of a method [9, 10] that combines the features of the Chapman-Enskog [17] with the Grad's moment [11] to extract thermodynamic information from the Boltzmann equation. In this method neither a solution of the integro-differential Boltzmann equation is needed (as in the Chapman-Enskog method) nor field equations for the moments (as in the Grad method) are used. (see Ref. [11] ). Then, we can expand f a (x µ , p µ a ) as
where
is the local equilibrium distribution function (Jüttner distribution) described by Eq. (6). In Eq. (36) the unknown tensorial coefficients {A µ a , A µν a } are calculated by constructing an algebraic system using the definitions of the particle-flow N µ a and of the energymomentum tensor T µν a . The details of such calculation are long and unnecessary to do here, it can be consulted in Refs. [3, 19] . As a result of such development the distribution function f a will depend on linear terms of the thermodynamical fluxes, namely,
where we have introduced the abbreviation G a = K 3 (ζ a ) /K 2 (ζ a ) and the specific heats per particle of species a at constant volume c a v 
We can proceed to linearize the Boltzmann equation as follows, we substitute the local equilibrium distribution f (0) a in the left hand side of the Boltzmann equation (5) and keep the linear terms, this process is technically the same that in the Chapman-Enskog method. We also use the so called functional hypothesis, namely,
On the other hand, we substitute the Grad function Eq. (37) in the collisional term (right hand side) of the Boltzmann equation (5), by keeping only the linear terms. This process yields
Here we have introduced the collision operators 
thanks to the symmetry properties of the collision operator. Now the linearized Boltzmann equation in the combined Chapman-Enskog-Grad method becomes
by taking into account (38) and (39).
In the next sections we shall use (42) in order to determine the constitutive equations for the diffusion fluxes J µ a , heat flux q µ , non-equilibrium pressure ̟ and pressure deviator tensor p µν .
IV. FICK AND FOURIER LAWS
Now we will obtain a system of linear equations for the determination of the the diffusion fluxes J µ a and the heat flux of the mixture q µ . The solution of such a system will represent the form of the linear fluxes in terms of the thermodynamic forces. The integral functions for the transport coefficients and therefore the Onsager reciprocity relations will be analyzed in the next subsection.
To obtain the first one of the looked set of equations, we multiply Eq. (42) by c∆ µ ν p ν a /n a and integrate over √ −g
pa0 , where the integrals for this process can be consulted in the Appendix. The resulting equation is
where ∇ µ = ∆ µν ∂ ν is the gradient operator and Φ = − GM r is the gravitational potential. In Eq. (43) we have introduced the matrices A ab and F ab . We can split A ab for different indices {a, b}
and for equal indices {a, b = a},
The matrix F ab introduced in Eq. (43) is written by doing the same splitting, for unlike indices {a, b} we have
and for like indices {a, b = a},
Next we look for a second equation that is independent from Eq. (43), to do so, we multiply the linearized Boltzmann equation (42) pa0 , for this long process we use also the integrals that appear in the Appendix. The result becomes 1 (48) where another matrix H ab is defined. As with the others operators, we split H ab in the part for unlike indices {a, b}
and the corresponding for same indices
Hence, we have obtained the desired system of algebraic equations, namely (43) and (48) 
A. Onsager reciprocity relations
In this section we show that the Onsager reciprocity relations hold for the system under consideration. The idea is to verify that the matrix associated with the diffusion coefficients is symmetric and that the so-called cross effects are equal as it is described from the hypothesis of the Linear Irreversible Thermodynamics [16] . One cross effect for our system is the contribution to diffusion due to a temperature gradient, this is often called "Soret" effect. The other cross effect is the contribution to the heat flux due to a chemical potential gradient or a concentration gradient, when it is due to the last, it is called "Dufour" effect. This demonstration is general in the sense that no interaction between the particles is established, but of course, the microscopic reversibility principle is called for the collisional term of the Boltzmann equation (5) .
Let us now write the thermodynamic forces in order to identify clearly the Soret and Dufour effects in terms of the temperature and chemical potential gradients.
First we introduce the thermal force defined by
where the first term contains a temperature gradient while the second one -of a strict relativistic nature due to the factor T /c 2 -is proportional to the four-acceleration and the gravitational potential gradient. The term due to the four-acceleration was proposed by Eckart [12] while the one due to the gravitational potential gradient by Tolman [13, 14] . Separately, these two terms can be interpreted as follows: (i) in the absence of a gravitational potential gradient, the temperature gradient of a relativistic gas at equilibrium must be counterbalanced by an acceleration and (ii) in the absence of an acceleration, the temperature gradient of a relativistic gas at equilibrium must be counterbalanced by a gravitational potential gradient. Now Eq. (48) can be written in terms of the thermal force as
Above we have considered the constraint r a=1 J µ a = 0 which implies that there exist only r − 1 linearly independent diffusion fluxes.
We recall that the chemical potential of species a is introduced through the Gibbs function per particle (µ a = e a − T s a + p a /n a ), so that the following important relationship for its gradient holds
From the substitution of Eq. (53) into (43), we get
Again by considering that there exist r − 1 independent diffusion fluxes, we we can take the rth component of Eq.
(54) and subtract it from (54) itself, yielding
Now
where H −1 cd is the inverse matrix of H cd so that H −1 cd H da = δ ca is the identity matrix. Then we insert Eq. (56) into Eq. (55) and solve for J µ a ,
We identify the above equation as the generalized Fick law, where the coefficients D ′ ab and D a are related with the diffusion and thermal-diffusion (Soret) effects, respectively. The inverse of the diffusion matrix reads
while the thermal-diffusion coefficients are given by
(59) Now we have to obtain the total heat flux as a function of the temperature and chemical potential gradients. For this end we insert into the expression for the total flux (25), written as
the expressions found for the fluxes q µ a and J µ a , namely (56) and (57). Hence it follows Fourier's law
where we have introduced the thermal conductivity coefficient
and the diffusion-thermal coefficient, which is related with the Dufour effect
Ultimately, we make a close inspection of the matrices A ab , F ab and H ab which are given as functions of the collision operators I ab . From (44), (46) and (49), we may infer that only A ab and H ab are symmetric matrices, while F ab is non-symmetric. Hence we may conclude from (58) that the matrix related with the diffusion coefficients are symmetric, i.e., D [20] , it appears to be an ultimate macroscopic effect that can only be proved because of the symmetries that belong to the collisional term of the Boltzmann equation (5) given from the Htheorem i.e. microscopic reversibility principle.
B. Thermal and diffusion forces
It is usual in the theory of fluid mixtures to express the diffusion fluxes and the heat flux of the mixture in terms of thermal and generalized diffusion forces. The thermal force for a relativistic fluid was introduced in the last section (see (51)). We follow [7] and define the generalized diffusion force of species a as
where x a = p a /p = n a /n is the concentration of species a. We can identify four contributions to the generalized diffusion force: a concentration gradient, a pressure gradient, a term proportional to the four-acceleration and the gradient of the gravitational potential. Here is important to call attention that contrary to the thermal force this last term is not of relativistic nature, since
This equation has a very important feature because it represents the generalization of the diffusion force originally written for the non-relativistic case [17, 18] . More discussions about this point can be found in [7] . Due to the relationship In order to write the diffusion fluxes (57) and the heat flux of the mixture (61) in terms of thermal force (51) and generalized diffusion force (64) we use the momentum density balance equation for the mixture (see [7] ) 
After some rearrangements we write (57) and (61) as
Now the new coefficients read:
In the absence of a temperature gradient the constitutive equation for the diffusion fluxes are proportional only to the generalized diffusion forces and D ab is identified as the matrix of the diffusion coefficients. Furthermore, due to the expression of the generalized diffusion force (64) the diffusion flux is a consequence of (i) a flux of a concentration gradient that tends to reduce the non-homogeneity of the mixture; (ii) a flux of a pressure gradient, where heavy particles tend to diffuse to places with high pressures, e.g. in centrifuges; (iii) a flux due to the acceleration which acts on different masses and (iv) a flux of a gravitational potential gradient. Here it is interesting to call attention to the fact that a mixture subjected to a uniform pressure and in the absence of an acceleration, the diffusion fluxes vanish if the concentration gradients are counterbalanced by the gravitational potential gradient.
The thermal conductivity coefficient λ in a mixture is defined as the ratio of the heat flux to the temperature gradient, when there is no diffusion, i.e., when J 
According to (27) and (30) 3 the entropy flux of the mixture is given by
If we insert Grad's distribution function (37) into the above expression, linearize the resulting equation in the fluxes (J µ a , q µ , ̟, p µν ) and integrate, it follows
The first equality above shows that the entropy flux of the mixture is a sum of two terms: one refers to the sum of all partial heat fluxes divided by the temperature and the other is a sum of the transport due to diffusion of the partial entropies per particle. The second equality is well-known from non-relativistic Linear Irreversible Thermodynamics [16] where the entropy flow of the mixture is equal to the mixture heat flux divided by the temperature minus the sum of the transport due to diffusion of the partial chemical potentials divided by the temperature. We can also express the entropy flux of the mixture in terms of the thermal and diffusion generalized forces by substituting the representations (67) into (75), yielding
Here the scalar coefficients L and L a read
It is clear from the definitions of the thermal (51) and diffusive (64) forces that the entropy flux of the mixture (76) depends on the temperature, concentration and pressure gradients as well as on the acceleration and gravitational potential gradient.
VI. NAVIER-STOKES LAW
The constitutive equations for the partial nonequilibrium pressures ̟ a are obtained as follows. We multiply (42) by ∆ στ p pa0 , use the table of integrals of the Appendix and eliminate the derivative projections U µ ∂ µ through the balance equations of partial particle number density and partial energy per particle of an Eulerian gas mixture, where non-equilibrium quantities J µ a , q µ a , ̟ a , p µν a vanish. These balance equations read
The resulting system of equations for ̟ b becomes
In the above equation it was introduced the matrix R ab . For different indices {a, b} the elements of this matrix are given in terms of the following integral of the collision operator I ab : 
The solution of the linear system of equations (81) for the partial non-equilibrium pressures ̟ a is given by
where R −1 ab denotes the inverse of the matrix R ab . The constitutive equation for the non-equilibrium pressure of the mixture is obtained from the sum of (84) over all constituents, since according to (23) 3 we have that ̟ = r a=1 ̟ a . Hence it follows
where the bulk viscosity coefficient of the mixture reads η = 
Following the same methodology, the multiplication of (42) by [∆ 
